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About This Game

"Long ago a computer scientist called Dr Sepulveda created a beautiful digital world existing entirely within a computer network
of his own invention. This world was called Darwinia and it was inhabited by a peaceful, law-abiding digital life-form called the

Darwinians.
As the years wore on however the Darwinians became ever more aggressive and autonomous. They divided into factions,

squabbling over Darwinia's limited natural resources. Tribes began to roam the fractal voids hell bent on each others destruction,
drunk on power and unswerving in the pursuit of world supremacy.

Far and wide, they became known as the Multiwinians..."
Welcome to Multiwinia: Survival of the Flattest � the ultimate retro-arcade multiplayer experience! Choose from a selection of

six spectacular action-packed game modes, set in one of the most beautiful game environs you will ever set eyes on.
Challenge your opponent to a game of stick-man slaughter, and watch digital-war unfold, as your Multiwinian army struggles to

complete a chosen task faster and better than your rival's. It's fast, it's furious, and only the flattest will survive!
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The game is nothing special and the dungeon itself is not really bad.
But you are mostly playing (boring) minigames, that are only reaction based old arcade games.

Even the last bossfight is almost only a reaction game.
Dont matter what equipment you have. Or what you have invested at skills.
You have 100 HP again and your goal is to hit the boss 12 times.
And avoid his attacks.

The next problem is, that the game get really worse for the eyes after you progress to a specific point. The screen get blurry (or
without colour) and you cant really see anything correct. This is because of the story, but the game was really hard to play at this
point. Bad design choice.

I like turn based games, because they are slow and i can think.
I hate real time or reaction based games.

So i sadly can give this game a good review.
It should more be advertised as "play good old arcade games and between a few minutes turn based dungeon crawler".. Didn't
work on my Windows 8.1, I looked everywhere for workarounds and reached nowhere.
It's a great game in general, I know because I played it a long time ago when it first came out.. Very good and intersting litle
strange remaind me on some sient fiction Film ganre. Definetly recomended for playing. One new expiriance and idea how the
game can look like. God job devs!. This♥♥♥♥♥♥us bad
. This game is really repetitive. Not going to go through the whole good and bad thing. The game appears to be abandoned at this
point.
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In short:

The Good:
Nice graphics
Interesting background to story
Plenty of ammo
Driveable vehicles
Deployment system (acts almost like having lives)
Just plain fun
Simplistic mission designs (taking points, eliminating all enemies, destroying specific spots)
Various controllable drones

The Bad:
Short (4-5 hours)
Inaccurate weapons
Enemies are bullet sponges
Can't use enemy's weaponry. Awsome game!. Wow. Very polished demo. Looking forward to the full game.. Interesting,
enjoyable, and a noteworthy touch of classic platformer gaming.. One of my favorite sports games. Very simple and very
competitive.. The game is for the smart people!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aT18eSSl56E. Interesting story and worth to read. The visual style is unusual for games of
this genre, well placed on the overall atmosphere of the game. Sound and music theme is very well complemented as a graphic
component, and atmosphere in General. The story in the spirit of classic adventure novels.
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